






A Possible Destination of Host Mother Birth and Terminal Care
From The Viewpoint of “Transformation of Family”
MORISHITA, Naoki
(Ethics)
Abstract: The family is always one of the most important focuses in medical ethics. That is the case of
the Revised Organ Transplant Law, which was approved 2009, for example.  Since the first half of 1980s,
the form and function of family has deeply transformed, and many people daily feel that transformation
of family.  However, the transformation does not seem to have been appropriately reflected to medical
practices, medical educations, or medical policies.  As a result, there are much of miscommunications,
troubles or confusions among patients, medical practitioners and ordinary people.  Therefore, an urgent
task for medical ethics as well as Japanese public ethics in general is to confront the transformation of
family and make more flexible ethical framework corresponding ongoing realities.  In this paper, firstly,
(1) a certain tendency is taken out of many family-related statistics, (2) that tendency is compared with
the case of “host mother birth” and “terminal care,” and (3) several problems contained within two cases
are critically examined.  Secondly, (4) standing on the reality of non-existence of any family standard
model including “ie” or “nuclear family,” (5) a possible destination of intimate relationship and society is
philosophically prospected.
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